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I am silver and exact. I have no preconceptions.

What ever you see I swallow immediately

Just as it is, unmisted by love or dislike.

I am not cruel, only truthful-

" e eye of a little god, four-cornered.

Most of the time I meditate on the opposite wall.

It is pink, with speckles. I have looked at it so long

I think it is a part of my heart. But it # ickers.

Faces and darkness separate us over and over.

Now I am a lake. A woman bends over me,

Searching my reaches for what she really is.

" en she turns to those liars, the candles or the moon.

I see her back, and re# ect it faithfully.

She rewards me with tears and an agitation of hands.

I am important to her. She comes and goes.

Each morning it is her face that replaces the darkness.

In me she has drowned a young girl, and in me an old woman

Rises toward her day a$ er day, like a terrible % sh.

Mirror

by Syliva Plath
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by Syliva Plath

I Am Vertical

But I would rather be horizontal.

I am not a tree with my root in the soil

Sucking up minerals and motherly love

So that each March I may gleam a new leaf,

Nor am I the beauty of a garden bed

Attracting my share of Ahs and spectacularly painted,

Unknowing I must soon unpetal.

Compared with me, a tree is immortal

And a # ower-head not tall, but more startling,

And I want the one’s longevity and the other’s daring.

Tonight, in the in% nitesimal light of the stars,

" e trees and # owers have been strewing their cool odors.

I walk among them, but none of them are noticing.

Sometimes I think that when I am sleeping

I must most perfectly resemble them -

" oughts gone dim.

It is more natural to me, lying down.

" en the sky and I are in open conversation,

And I shall be useful when I lie down % nally:

" en the trees may touch me for once, and the # owers have time for 

me.
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Open

This tiny booklet is about me, as a person, as a designer, as an architect 

and as a student; about figments of my imagination, during this 

graduation project and what normally keeps me up at night. Things I like, 

things that make me wonder, things I do not know and things I do know. 

The graduation studio is called ‘Behaviour in Shape’; this booklet is 

mainly about my behaviour or attitude towards the project, literature, 

images and designing. So therefore it is a mess; not surprising, considering 

my head and my house are also a mess. To others it may also look like a 

mess, but for me it is quite in order, although I have no control over my 

figments; I constantly try to make sense of them. Trying to put them in a 

bigger picture. Normally, over time, they do make sense, and even show 

their structure. I like it actually, this constant struggle in my head, hardly 

knowing what I am doing but moving towards something, and finding 

things along the way. I am always one step behind of what I am doing 

and my hands are always one step ahead. This makes me, to the outside, 

absent and unreachable. Do you know the feeling, when you have to do 

something, but you do not know what is, and you walk around for days 

with this feeling? 

The studio Behaviour in Shape, “(...) concentrates on building tasks that 

illustrate the ultimate direction of behaviour with architectural means and 

restrictions. We will indulge ourselves in the protective, or oppressive, 
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influence of walls, doors, porches and windows; of circulation patterns 

that control movement; of tectonic expressions of enforced power. Which 

building tasks are at the forefront in this directive type of architecture? 

It must be hospitals and prisons, building tasks that seem to have a lot in 

common. ‘In both cases a number of people are confined in one particular 

place, although they would prefer not to be, and in both cases supervision 

is necessary.’ (Pevsner 1976, p. 159).  Prisons and hospitals are places of 

seclusion, where people stay under the voluntary or involuntary control 

of others.“ (Colenbrander 2013, p. 1). The book of the studio is about the 

development of the typology of prisons and hospitals throughout history, 

each project headed with general information and analysed on type of 

space, use of space and user of space. 

We also explored the projects in a different light, “Finally there is also 

another area of investigation, when one intends to discover an architecture 

that surpasses its primary function. In this final part of the research 

technical functionality of the type is left aside, in order to concentrate 

on something else, namely on the social experience of the building in 

all its aspects. This is a complicated part of the architect’s work, because 

the experience of a building is individual and largely beyond control, so 

understanding this aspect of the design job is loaded with hinder. Still, it 

can be done, by mapping the experience of a building, using the sincere 

impressions of the highly personal eye. As such the results of the mapping 

may contain the clues for a design practice that is rich as architecture 

ever may become.” (Colenbrander 2014, p. 4). This opens the task for the 

design project; it is the most complicated part for architects and therefore 
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the most interesting. Translating this to my context, I think the architect 

is, above all, capable of directing the social experience, though rather 

indirect then direct. Like a poem; we all read a poem, but the feeling that 

comes from it is different for all of us.  This is why I fell in love with the 

book Poetics of Space, the book that reassured my love for architecture. 

The design assignment stays in the spirit of the joint research of the 

studio, but in my case the building will be a subtype; a psychiatric clinic. 

I started my research, a rather personal journey to put it in better words, 

with the question ‘Is there (can I find/make/compose) an architectural 

language that goes beyond what we know, touches what we feel and 

unconsciously do know, a language that touches the imagination?’ It dies 

with the answer no to the part ‘can I …’. The answer to the other part of 

the question is yes: there is such a language. I truly believe that, I felt such 

spaces and seen this architecture being created from the first sketch. But 

seeing and experiencing is more easy that creating it yourself. 

In my opinion, apart from medicine, health care and therapies for curing 

people, there is something else we all need, sick or healthy. This is the 

feeling of being, being human, and being treated like a human. I am 

searching for intimate spaces in architecture were we can feel safe and 

protected. Like a house should do; but what is a house and what makes 

it a home? How can we give people with psychiatric problems a home, a 

place to be together and to be alone, and a place to be you? And how do 

we behave, how can we influence our behaviour with spaces, and how 

can I as designer be more sensitive to behaviour? Being more open and 
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looking at things different allows you to see things different as a designer, 

as a person. Reading poetry helps with this. You become in touch with 

yourself, become conscious of the things you have lost, have not found 

yet, or will never find. It helps you to understand, no… it helps you to 

feel and remember the simple things of everyday life. Poetry arouses your 

imagination; you allow yourself to wander in different spaces. It is able to 

reverberate memories, which are not the same for everyone. While reading 

we go back to what we know or feel when we encountered a similar thing. 

These memories can consist out of images, scents, tastes, or it can become 

a collage of events we experienced and lead to new images that can even 

touch our imagination and let us daydream. I think architecture can do 

the same as poetry. It is everything we live in and it holds the places where 

we are shaped by time. 

The design gives the inhabitants the opportunity to wander around 

from space to space. The spaces that follow up on each other differ in 

atmosphere; each space has its own qualities. I hope this design will give 

some space to people with psychiatric problems.  This project deals with 

the smaller things in life and the quality of health, especially mentally, to 

find some silence. 

The graduation year is ending, the design has reached a stage that there is 

actually something to see and react to, nothing more than that. It is just 

another plan, another design. But it and the way to it fulfilled its purpose, 

being there, I now understand what my search is about ‘Searching for 

intimate spaces in architecture’. I should have been looking more to actual 
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architecture instead of dreaming away from the writings of the Poetics of 

Space. But there is a place and time for everything, and for me it was time 

to dream of the space of written word. 

“To read poerty is essentially to daydream.” (Bachelard 1964, p.17).

How to read, how to see

This book consists of two books in one.  The white part of the book is 

about my search, which started with the book Poetics of Space, written by 

Gaston Bachelard, first published in 1958.  The book inspired me, it will 

stay with me until I finally will understand it and can put it to use. It is 

about finding the domestic meaning of space by using poetry. I had this 

idea that if I would be able to understand the domestic meaning of space I 

could understand a small part of human behaviour, and how to influence 

that in a positive way. There for I choose to find poetry that appealed to 

me and made me listen better.  

The grey part is a collection of poems, which I came across during this 

project. They inspired me, made me sad and made me think. The poems 

are scattered throughout the book, so they function as small pauses. You 

can read them separately from the rest of the book. I made no notes on 

them, so there is space for your own thoughts. 

The chapter Contemplations, figments, stories and models, is a collection 

of contemplations of what I came across in the writings of Bachelard that 
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made me think about things differently. This chapter will address the 

topics interesting for me and quote some of the writings that gave me the 

feeling of getting lost in my own thoughts. By combining my thoughts 

and experiences with mental health patients, small models came out of 

them, figments. I made visits to the mental health facility in Eindhoven, 

attended activities of the spiritual care for the inhabitants, visited a play, 

and met Bauke. I spend a lot of time at the ‘Grote Beek’, not to question 

the people or research square meters, but just being there, hearing their 

stories. The models and stories are woven in the text and seem to be out 

of balance with the text. They are results of my findings; ultimately they 

are the underlying elements that compose the basis of the six points that 

I have used for the design. They form the basis of my attempt to find my 

architectural language. 

All the scattered puzzle pieces come together in the design proposal, some 

do not fit perfectly and some do. Designing a mental health facility is the 

motive to put the puzzle together. People with mental problems are the 

ones that could benefit from domestic stability. In the chapter The design, 

I will explain how its configuration works, how it evolved, where the 

strong and weak points lay. 

Just browse randomly through this book and find something you like.
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Tulips

" e tulips are too excitable, it is winter here.

Look how white everything is, how quiet, how snowed-in.   

I am learning peacefulness, lying by myself quietly

As the light lies on these white walls, this bed, these hands.   

I am nobody; I have nothing to do with explosions.   

I have given my name and my day-clothes up to the nurses   

And my history to the anesthetist and my body to surgeons.

" ey have propped my head between the pillow and the sheet-cu*    

Like an eye between two white lids that will not shut.

Stupid pupil, it has to take everything in.

" e nurses pass and pass, they are no trouble,

" ey pass the way gulls pass inland in their white caps,

Doing things with their hands, one just the same as another,   

So it is impossible to tell how many there are.

My body is a pebble to them, they tend it as water

Tends to the pebbles it must run over, smoothing them gently.

" ey bring me numbness in their bright needles, they bring me sleep.   

Now I have lost myself I am sick of baggage—

My patent leather overnight case like a black pillbox,   

My husband and child smiling out of the family photo;   

" eir smiles catch onto my skin, little smiling hooks.
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I have let things slip, a thirty-year-old cargo boat   

stubbornly hanging on to my name and address.

" ey have swabbed me clear of my loving associations.   

Scared and bare on the green plastic-pillowed trolley   

I watched my teaset, my bureaus of linen, my books   

Sink out of sight, and the water went over my head.   

I am a nun now, I have never been so pure.

I didn’t want any # owers, I only wanted

To lie with my hands turned up and be utterly empty.

How free it is, you have no idea how free—

" e peacefulness is so big it dazes you,

And it asks nothing, a name tag, a few trinkets.

It is what the dead close on, % nally; I imagine them   

Shutting their mouths on it, like a Communion tablet.   

" e tulips are too red in the % rst place, they hurt me.

Even through the gi$  paper I could hear them breathe   

Lightly, through their white swaddlings, like an awful baby.   

" eir redness talks to my wound, it corresponds.

" ey are subtle : they seem to # oat, though they weigh me down,   

Upsetting me with their sudden tongues and their color,   

A dozen red lead sinkers round my neck.

Nobody watched me before, now I am watched.   

" e tulips turn to me, and the window behind me
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Where once a day the light slowly widens and slowly thins,   

And I see myself, # at, ridiculous, a cut-paper shadow   

Between the eye of the sun and the eyes of the tulips,   

And I have no face, I have wanted to e* ace myself.   

" e vivid tulips eat my oxygen.

Before they came the air was calm enough,

Coming and going, breath by breath, without any fuss.   

" en the tulips % lled it up like a loud noise.

Now the air snags and eddies round them the way a river   

Snags and eddies round a sunken rust-red engine.   

" ey concentrate my attention, that was happy   

Playing and resting without committing itself.

" e walls, also, seem to be warming themselves.

" e tulips should be behind bars like dangerous animals;   

" ey are opening like the mouth of some great African cat,   

And I am aware of my heart: it opens and closes

Its bowl of red blooms out of sheer love of me.

" e water I taste is warm and salt, like the sea,

And comes from a country far away as health

by Syliva Plath
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Empty, I echo to the least footfall,

Museum without statues, grand with pillars, porticoes,

   rotundas.

In my courtyard a fountain leaps and sinks back into itself,

Nun-hearted and blind to the world. Marble lilies

Exhale their pallor like scent.

I imagine myself with a great public.

Mother of a white Nike and several bald-eyed Apollos.

Instead, the dead injure me with attentions, and nothing can

   happen.

" e moon lays a hand on my forehead,

Blank-faced and mum as a nurse.

Small Hours

by Syliva Plath
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Previous page: As an exercise to get the image, that a poem stirs up, out of my 

imagination. I made a model of the ambiance that I felt while reading the poem 

Small Hours.
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What do I think is important? What are the things that move me? I 

tried to write an ‘academic’ founded piece. I just cannot distinguish the 

important things from the less important things. For me all things are 

important, of equally importance. Overview can help us in understanding 

how something works, but the slightest thing can put it out of balance, 

or puts everything in balance. Writing is a form of designing, works 

with the same structures architecture deals with, this is interesting and 

difficult at the same time, and both processes take time to evolve. I have 

to understand that it is, for me now, more interesting to write about the 

things that I am moved by. Rather than trying to write about a topic. I 

am trying to find out how I think, how things work for me. What are the 

things I find interesting, what makes me think about things and what 

makes (can make) me see things different? -How can I use this for designs, 

to feed my design process? 

I have a strong preference for subjectivity above objectivity, if we talk 

about architecture. This seems to be a problem in the academic world, this 

I know. It is also a problem for me, I cannot be objective, - I am human, 

I cannot make decisions based on supposedly objectivities, percentages, 

and checking lists it is against everything that is –me. I make decisions 

based on what is within me, what seems true/valid to me. Nonetheless, 

I am educated to think objectively, to put things outside myself, to find 

Contemplations, figments, stories
and models 
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methods and strategies. Knowing they will never work without me.  Using 

methods of others will not work. I have to re-invent and see things for 

myself. To find out what I am looking for. Only then I can see it. 

So what am I looking for? I find myself searching for something more, 

more than ‘reality’.  I found books that raise more questions than it 

answers, saw too much architecture that makes no sense and just few 

that did. Questions about the world came to mind, who are we, what we 

do and to make the circle round, who am I? I study to be an architect so 

every question; I relate to architecture, everything I do in fact is related 

to architecture (to the creative process). What do I think of architecture, 

what can it do and what should it do? How does architecture influence 

people and how do people influence architecture. In de search for 

‘something’, for ‘something more’, I found interesting books about space. 

Collecting several opinions (views on the world) that I feel comfortable 

around, where I can identify myself with and try to position myself 

somewhere.  

One of them is the book Poetics of Space, written by the French scientist, 

philosopher, phenomenologist and poet Gaston Bachelard. This book 

is about revealing the meanings of domestic space; “In poetry and in 

folktale, in modern psychology and in modern ornithology, Bachelard 

finds the bits and pieces of evidence he weaves into his argument that 

the house is a nest for dreaming, a shelter for imagining.” (1964, p. viii). 

Finding out more what a house means, or should mean, it is interesting 

to read the book, to feel and understand the meaning of domestic space. 
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- shell -

“For every form retains life, and a fossil is not merely a being that once lived, but 

is still alive, asleep in its form. The shell is the most obvious example of a universal 

shell oriented life.”(Bachelard 1964, p.  113). ‘‘Snails build a little house house which 

they carry about with them’, so ‘they are always at home in whatever country the 

travel.’’ (1964, p.  121). The images of nests and shells require us to become very 

small if we want to imagine living in them. You are imaging inhabiting uninhabitable 

spaces. These refuges find ground in the nooks and corners of a house, where we 

would like to curl up in to comfortably. 
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The house houses memories; nooks and corners, drawers and chests are refugees 

for these memories. Personally for me, objects also houses memories. The small 

treasures you have collected over the years, are enclosing memories of then and give 

resonance to the now. I took flowers from Lugano and the Caumasee in Switserland, 

they take me back to the moment I picked them, to the atmosphere that was there. I 

cannot recall the details of the place but the ambiance stays safely conserved within 

these dried flowers. 

Dried flowers from Lugano and the Caumasee

- flowers -
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The importance of the house is especially value when you are designing a 

psychiatric clinic. Over the years it has been favourable to make austere 

spaces, austere buildings, so people, the patients would not feel at home, 

and would leave as soon as possible. Maybe the contrary is more suiting 

these days, giving people a home could have a positive effect on their 

mental wellbeing. It could give a temporary stable basis, to feel save 

and protected, so you can focus on recovering or ‘learning’ how to deal 

with your ‘condition’. In my opinion architecture, not all of course, fails 

nowadays in providing a ‘silence’ space. With silence I mean, a balanced 

space, a space that unconsciously does not presses on you, but it is just 

‘there’. A nice background mood that does not forces itself upon you.

In the foreword by John R. Stilgoe to the 1994 edition of The poetics 

of space, he points out that Bachelards analysis ‘is truly cross-cultural, 

for it focuses on physical items known and cherished the world over, 

structures and objects that comprise a universal vocabulary of space, a 

vocabulary so crucially important that few inquiries notice it, let alone 

hold it up and turn it before the eye.’ (1964, p. ix). A universal vocabulary 

of space -interesting, and reading this within my context, I want to add 

that this universal vocabulary should be read in terms of ‘vocabulary’ 

and not in terms of a method. There are more ways to explain what you 

mean. Architecture uses elements as her words, and together they form a 

space that tells a story.  So looking for a ‘crucially important vocabulary 

of space’, I would prefer to look at sensitivities, trying to be open and 

understanding to people and to myself as a designer.  To continue with the 

quote; ‘In an age so much homogenized space, so much shoddy, cramped, 
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dimly lit, foul-smelling, low-ceilinged, ill-ordered structure, Bachelard 

offers not only methods of assaying existing form but ways of imagining 

finer textures and concatenations’. (1964, p. ix). This foreword is written 

in 1994 and the book originally dates back to 1958. In 1994 there was a 

relevance to this book; “The Poetics of Space resonates in an era suffused 

by television and video games, fluorescent lighting and plastic floors, 

air-conditioning systems and too-small closets. It is a book that makes 

its readers dissatisfied with much contemporary structure and landscape, 

for it demonstrates to its readers that space can be poetry.” (1964, p. 

ix). Today we are still living in the above mentioned architecture, and 

to be honest I am dissatisfied to. Therefore this book is a riche source, 

at least for me, for finding what is lost. If you at least think we have 

lost something along the way. I personally think I lost or even missed 

something, what this I do not know. This chapter is about finding out 

what I do not know and what am I looking for. 

What does Bachelard tries to study? His research is about the problems 

posed by the poetic imagination. He gives insight to the classical look 

at how we experience intimate places, by using poetry. To do this he 

acknowledges that “One must be receptive, receptive to the image at the 

moment it appears: if there to be a philosophy of poetry, it must appear 

and re-appear through a significant verse, in total adherence to an isolated 

image; to be exact, in the very ecstasy of the newness of the image.” 

(1964, p. i). What attracts me of this idea of using poetry is the fact that 

it is incredibly personal, that it will even surprise you. To appreciate the 

fragility of the image, it is not possible to build a research to the poetic 
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“(...) that there will always be more things in a closed, than in an open, box.”  (1964, p.88)
but what about the transparent empty box? For me this contains everything and nothing at all. 

- the small glass chest -

What fascinates me about buildings, are the ones you can see right through, like 

there is nothing inside. When can look through the house from outside, from one 

window to the other, you see the blue sky again, this is amazing. Open structures 

have the same appearance, being not finished means that it could become anything. 

In a way it does the same thing as a solid chest, you can imagine everything you want 

to be in there. 
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image on the methods and habits of philosophical research, according to 

Bachelard; “The idea of a ‘basis’ in this case would be disastrous, for it 

would interfere with the essential psychic actuality, the essential novelty 

of the poem.” (1964, p. i). In a time where (supposed) ‘objectivity’ is 

preferred over ‘subjectivity’, it calms me when Bachelard talks about that 

noting general and co-ordinated can serve as a basis for the philosophy of 

poetry. Reflecting on this I would have to say, that in my case, this could 

also be the case for designing.

Poetics of Space, is a research to the poetic imagination. In order to 

do this the writer has to forget his learning and habits of philosophical 

research, “One must be receptive to the image at the moment it appears: 

if there be a philosophy of poetry, it must appear and re-appear through 

a significant verse, in total adherence to an isolated image; to be exact, in 

the very ecstasy of the newness of the image. The poetic image is a sudden 

salience on the surface, the lesser psychological causes of which have not 

been sufficiently investigated.” (1964, p. i). This state of being receptive 

to the image, to forget what you have learned, and losing your habits is 

an interesting thought. In my opinion especially for architects, this is 

important, to be receptive to the people, habits of those people, and to 

the surrounding context. Being receptive allows images of everyday live 

coming in. It allows you to be in a vulnerable and fragile state. 

This idea of forgetting is colored by the quotation of C.G. Jung “…

knowing must therefore be accompanied by an equal capacity to forget 

knowing. Non-knowing is not a form of ignorance but a difficult 
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transcendence of knowledge. This is the price that must be paid for 

an oeuvre to be, at all times, a sort of pure beginning, which makes its 

creation an exercise of freedom.” (1964, p. xxxii). You do not need to 

know, to understand the image; “The image, in its simplicity, has no 

need for scholarship. It is the property of a naïve consciousness; in its 

expression, it is youthful language.” (1964, p. xix). Reading poetry allows 

me to experience the things I actually know within, and opens new 

possibilities when it comes to designing. It is like touching something 

fragile, you instinctively know how to act before you actually thought 

about how to act.

For understanding what the poetic image does, I would like to quote 

the following lines by Bachelard: “In the resonance we hear the poem, 

in the reverberations we speak it, it is our own. The reverberations 

bring about a change of being. It is as though the poet’s being were our 

being. (…) the poem possesses us entirely. (…) It is as though the poem, 

through its exuberance, awakened new depths in us. (…) After the 

original reverberation, we are able to experience resonances, sentimental 

repercussions, reminders of our past. But the image has touched the 

depths before it stirs the surface. And this is also true of a simple 

experience of reading. The image offered to us by reading the poem now 

becomes really our own.” (1964, p. xxiii). 

Bachelard proposes to consider that the imagination is a major power 

of human nature. And yet we despise it in this modern scientific based 

society, where averages are the truth, make us act average and create 
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- fragile -

Small object made out of saddle oyster, feels sharp and fragile at the same time. 

When you are holding this object, you are carefully not to break it. In an instant 

there is the small fraction in time that you feel with your hand and know to be 

careful instead of the other way around. This instance that your touch knows more 

then you. Same applies to the object made out of candle wax, the texture is so porous 

that it crumbles away in your hand, and you think you have broken it. It makes you 

cautious. It is behaviour on a very small scale and time span, but it says allot about 

the interaction between the object and your hand. 
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- brittle-
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average people. But “If we cannot imagine, we cannot foresee.” (1964, p. 

xxxiv) and this is the task of the architect, imagine too foresee.  Imagine 

spaces, how they are used, by imagining what the user should be doing 

there, could be doing there and create opportunity for the unknown. This 

book has awakened my imagination; the writings of Bachelard truly offer 

to become products of my own imagination. He uses simple images of 

felicitous space, images that attract, and makes it easy to have affinity with 

them. 

The poetic images of the house are the ones that really reveal what 

inhabiting means and could mean. It is important to understand the 

images of intimacy of the house, for designing a psychiatric facility. I pose 

that as a fundamental basis, that there should be a house, a homely like 

feeling for the patient, even if the stay is temporary. I know what a house 

consists of a living room, kitchen, bedroom etc. But I do not know how to 

design them like Bachelard questions: “(…) how can secret rooms, rooms 

that have disappeared, become abodes for an unforgettable past?”  (1964, 

p. xxxvii). So how can matter furnish the soul, if it would be true that the 

house could be taken “as a tool for analysis of the human soul” (1964, p. 

xxxvii)? To dive into the meaning of the soul is not the place now, but 

it something to think about especially in relation the mental health of 

people.  “Not only our memories, but the things we have forgotten are 

‘housed’. Our soul is an abode. And by remembering ‘houses’ and ‘rooms’, 

we learn to ‘abide’ within ourselves.” (1964, p. xxxvii). 
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Et l’ancienne maison,

Je sens sa rousse tiédeur

Vient des sens à l’esprit.

And the old house

I feel its russet warmth

Comes from the senses of the mind. 

Jean Wahl (Bachelard 1964, p.48)

For finding images of the house, Bachelard looks at the intimate values 

of inside space. I think in the context of architecture we favourable the 

outside too much, but the inside is more important to think about. Inside 

is the hiding from bustle of the world. The inside is where, as designer, 

you can imagine what will happen there and try to make opportunities 

to influence indirect the behaviour of the people, creating a background 

mood. Trying to invite and seduce people with spaces. 

A la porte de la maison qui viendra frapper?

Une porte ouverte on entre

Une porte fermée un antre

Le monde bat de L’autre côté de ma porte. 

At the door of the house who will come knocking?

An open door, we enter

A closed door, a den

The world pulse beats beyond my door.

Pierre Albert Birot (Bachelard 1964, p. 3)

If one would believe that, “The house shelters daydreaming, the house 

protects the dreamer, the house allows one to dream in peace.” (1964, p. 
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Feeling save and protected by the weight and the mass of the material.

- grounded -

“(...), in the house itself, in the family sitting room, a dreamer of refuges dreams of 

a hut, or a nest, or of nooks and corners in which he would like to hide away, like an 

animal in its hole.” (1964, p.30)
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6), it is worth to spend more time on imagining what the house is, and 

what it should do for its inhabitants. If we comfort ourselves by reliving 

memories of protection, how do we see a house then? According to 

Bachelard a house constitutes a body of images that give mankind proofs 

for illusions of stability, how can I accomplish such architecture? Stability 

is the base that I want to offer the future residents; stability is when things 

are in its place. In the complexity of the house there is space for memories; 

(…), thanks to the house, a great many of our memories are housed, 

and if the house is a bit elaborate, if it has a cellar and a garret, nooks 

and corridors, our memories have refuges that are all the more clearly 

delineated.” (1964, p. 8). 

The house is a house of things, within the house with his rooms; there 

are drawers, chests and wardrobes, which represent what is hidden. 

Architecture does not stop at the inside; her true seduction begins here. 

If we talk about behaviour, it starts there where we interact with the 

architecture; here we touch upon behaviour in shape. It is the moment 

where architecture invites you to play in its scene and you gratefully 

surrender to your part. It is in the little things, like sitting on the small 

bench on the porch under the grapes in the morning sun or reading a 

book in the armchair in front of bookcase in the shimmering of candle 

light.

The next pages contain things that led me towards the design. They are 

part of the process of finding out what the spaces should do.
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Coming out of your shell, but still protected. Softening the transition from inside space to outside 

space. “Because we most also give an exterior destiny to the interior being. Spaces that invites us to 

come out of ourselves.” (Bachelard 1964, p. 11) 

- looking from a distance -
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The interior space widens with a walled exterior space, by doing this you add another layer of inti-

macy. This outdoor space screens the world outside and gives a silent and introvert character to the 

inside. It hides the visual noise from outside. 

- inside and outside - 
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How time controls our lives. How we should always be on time. How we are always late and do not 
have time enough. How time goes by without noticing. How time is in our hands. How we can lose 

time. How we can enter endless time thats is timeless.

- time -

Spaces contain compressed time; this is what space is for, according to Bachelard. 

Our whole live is dominated by time and the funny thing is I cannot remember time, 

also not the duration of time. I can only remember spaces, the ambiance of the space, 

a past memory. Looking at my pocket watch, I am glad it is not working; it is telling 

me other things then time. 
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April Aubade

Worship this world of watercolor mood

in glass pagodas hung with veils of green

where diamonds jangle hymns within the blood

and sap ascends the steeple of the vein.

A saintly sparrow jargons madrigals

to waken dreamers in the milky dawn,

while tulips bow like a college of cardinals

before that papal paragon, the sun.

Christened in a spindri$  of snowdrop stars,

where on pink-# uted feet the pigeons pass

and jonquils sprout like solomon’s metaphors,

my love and I go garlanded with grass.

Again we are deluded and infer

that somehow we are younger than we were.

by Syliva Plath
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Sonnet: To Time

Today we move in jade and cease with garnet

Amid the ticking jeweled clocks that mark

Our years. Death comes in a casual steel car, yet

We vaunt our days in neon and scorn the dark.

But outside the diabolic steel of this

Most plastic-windowed city, I can hear

" e lone wind raving in the gutter, his

Voice crying exclusion in my ear.

So cry for the pagan girl le$  picking olives

Beside a sunblue sea, and mourn the # agon

Raised to toast a thousand kings, for all gives

Sorrow; weep for the legendary dragon.

Time is a great machine of iron bars

" at drains eternally the milk of stars.

by Syliva Plath
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Time and memory

What Bachelard tells about time, is something that I actually did not 

thought about, “At times we think we know ourselves in time, when all 

we know is a sequence of fixations in the spaces of the being’s stability –a 

being who does not want to melt away, and who, even in the past, when 

he sets out in search of things past, wants time to “suspend” its flight. In 

its countless alveoli space contains compressed time. That is what space is 

for.“ (1964, p. 8). Thinking about this and trying to stir up memories, they 

do, for me, consist of spatial fragments. 

I want to understand what Bachelard could mean in terms of architecture 

but it is difficult and fascinating that I cannot touch it, not for now at 

least; “Memory –what a strange thing it is! -does not record concrete 

duration, in the Bergsonian sense of word. We are unable to relive 

duration that has been destroyed. We can only think of it, in the line of an 

abstract time that is deprived of all thickness.” “Memories are motionless, 

and the more securely they are fixed in space, the sounder they are. (…) 

For a knowledge of intimacy, localization in the spaces of intimacy is more 

urgent that determination of dates.” (1964, p.9). Space is so much more 

and can do some much more, and so crucially important for ones being. 

We have to be careful and gentile with giving her shape. 
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- personal space -

As human beings we have a space around us, that we call personal space. There are 

different gradations in this space, and certain people can come close to you while 

others stay at an appropriate distance. Sometimes we are more comfortable and 

accessible to other people, while other days we like to hideaway from them. This 

becomes complex when the spaces of people meet and give conflicts. It is important 

to bear in mind that a person should be comfortable in his surrounding, and is not 

pushed into social spaces and interactions he is not ready for. 
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- layers of personal space, mingling with others -

1: personal state of mind, 2: mingling with other people, 

3: mingle together with people from outside

- typologies-

Initial concepts of typologies where the functions are separated.

gray: supporting facilities, black: living
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- gallery connecting the houses -
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- carré, one community -
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- Emmenez-moi, chemins ! … -

Carry me along, oh reads! … 

Marceline Desbordes-Valmore (Bachelard 1964, p. 11)
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Walking to the lake

“(...) getting people to let go and to saunter,  (...). Direction, seduction, letting go, granting, 

freedom.”(Zumthor 2006, p.43)

- sequence of different places of intimacy -
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- light and dark-
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- framed view, walking to the light -
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- the path curves and narrows  -
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- walking over a small hill towards the forest again -
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- spaces along a corridor -

How can I design something with the same qualities I found during my walk to the lake? 

- Seeing each time a di* erent ambiance along the same path. Playing with dark and light. 

Views directed to the side or focused on what is in front. " ings that make you curios to 

walk on. Spaces that widen and narrow. Spaces that slightly change in to one another, or 

sometimes seem to be di* erent worlds when you pass a threshold. Spaces that will invite 

you to leave the path. Making a strong bond with nature. " e drawings and model explore 

what I am looking for. 
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- building and nature -
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- house of Bauke -
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Ik ben eergisteren

39 jaar geworden.

17 jaar een % jne

doch angstige jeugd,

daarna 22 jaar psychiatrie.

Eigenlijk

ben ik al

22 jaar

voltooid verleden tijd.

Bauke Haisma

dinsdag 13.6.1972

dinsdag 24.4.1990

En nu is het 15 juni 2011.

Mijn verjaardag

was dit jaar op maandag

2e  Pinksterdag.

Mijn enige diploma haalde ik

in de zomer van 1989

by Bauke Haisma
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by Bauke Haisma

De een 

gee$  me

een huis

met daarin

een eigen

zolderkamer.

Waar ik woon

zijn ook

huisgenoten.

Ik 

sta niet alleen.

Jij werkt

en zorgt zo voor mij.

Je bent een kanjer.

Medisch

psychisch

en

klinisch

is alles

in orde.

Wat

is er dan

toch niet 

goed?

Ik kan

mijn houding corrigeren

maar niet mijn geest.
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Visit to Bauke

Today I met Bauke, a charming and intelligent guy. He writes poems, 

devises street names and helps the city council with street lighting plans. 

For many years now he lives at the ‘Grote Beek’ in Eindhoven, because 

of his autism. His stone collection is impressive and nicely displayed 

on his night stand. His room is quite big and he has his own kitchen 

and bathroom. Several other people live across the hall.  Visiting him 

was a pleasant surprise; I had some questions for him that related to 

my research. But when the conversation went on, I preferred a nice 

conversation above the questionnaire. What stroke me was that Bauke 

said he would like to meet more people, but interaction is difficult and 

not due to their shortcomings. Most of the time people sit in their room. 

Above his bed hangs a poster of the movie Ever After, one of his favourite 

movies. He moved allot during the years, this will be his permanent home.

Play ‘Doordraaien’

The play ‘Doordraaien’ is about the difficulties surrounding the patient, 

their relatives and the caregivers. All of them end up in the metaphorical 

revolving door. Residents of the ‘Grote Beek’ where also attending, this 

made the play even better.  Half way through the play a man walked to the 

actor and wanted to thank him for his lovely performance and says he has 

7 cents. The man behind me could not stop laughing and his laugh was 

contagious.
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The roughness of the concrete, softent by the light.

- La Tourette, romantic and fragile - 

Facade of the Sainte Marie de La Tourette, by Le Corbusier, seen from the inside. 

Eventhough the facade is made from concrete, the roughness so$ ens the appearance of the 

material, and adds to the fragility of the space. 
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Couvent Sainte-Marie de La Tourette, in France, built in 1953-1960, by  

Le Corbusier (Charles-Édouard Jeanneret) 

La Tourette is a strictly directed building, in program and in spatial terms. 

Everything has its own place in the system, this gives a certain silence. 

The strong architecture and function of La Tourette have influence on 

your behaviour; you have become part of the concrete. You are part of the 

rituals that the building dictates and people propagate. The architecture is 

dominant, but at the same time gives you the ‘time’ to wander around and 

discover things. You are constantly engaged with the building. 

The spaces that look into the heart of the carré see each other. The spaces 

that form the edge of the building see the nature. Your body moves 

through this game of seeing through a space another space and nature 

giving peace to a space. The light loves to play with the emotions of the 

spaces; she adds mystique to the hard and grey concrete. Each space has 

its own purpose and therefore own place in the systems and is represented 

by its own character. Even with their own character they form a whole. 

On the door was my name, it was my bedroom; simple as that, it 

immediately became my room. There was a rough timbered cupboard to 

put my clothes in, a small desk for my drawings, an extra blanket in the 

cupboard and my own balcony. I fell asleep immediately in the tiny white 

cave. I left the curtains and the ventilation panel open for the morning. 
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- imagining a corridor - 
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-  imagining a space in the corridor - 
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-  The chapel of Notre Dame du Haut (1954), Le Corbusier, Ronchamp, France - 

High space with intimate qualities, due to texture, form and light. 
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by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

The new Copernicus

I have a house, a little one,

And hidden there inside

I’m screened quite nicely from the sun,

And the burning light.

 

For there are tiny windows,

Latches, shutters there,

Alone I am as happy

As with a pretty girl.

 

Since, O wonder! Just for me

" e forest moves about,

And the farthest country

Comes nearer to my heart.

 

And the wooded hills as well

" ey come dancing by:

" e only thing that’s missing

Is the merry dwarf ’s wild cry.

 

Yet so completely quiet and hushed

It rushes past me there,

Sometimes straight, and o$ en curved,

And that’s what I prefer.

 

If I choose to look more closely, till

All’s carefully considered,

Perhaps these things are standing still –

And I myself have travelled.
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The house was quiet and the world was calm

" e house was quiet and the world was calm.

" e reader became the book; and summer night

Was like the conscious being of the book.

" e house was quiet and the world was calm.

" e words were spoken as if there was no book,

Except that the reader leaned above the page,

Wanted to lean, wanted much to be

" e scholar to whom his book is true, to whom

" e summer night is like a perfection of thought.

" e house was quiet because it had to be.

" e quiet was part of the meaning, part of the mind:

" e access of perfection to the page.

And the world was calm. " e truth in a calm world,

In which there is no other meaning, itself

Is calm, itself is summer and night, itself

Is the reader leaning late and reading there.

by Wallace Stevens
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Architectural language

If there is such a thing as a universal language of space, like the book 

of Bachelard suggest. How can I try to grasp that and translate it to 

architecture? I have to find out what I want to say, what my language 

should be and to find the right words for it. What would I like to 

communicate with space, and which elements would support this? This 

language should not be about style, but should always have strong ties 

with the specific users and context -keep in mind; how good are we 

actually in communicating to each other?  We interpret things different; 

this is the strength of architecture. Like the poems, it leaves room for your 

interpretation.   

The works of architecture I find interesting, are the ones that have 

character. The hand of the architect is visible in them, the writer of the 

space. Architects like Le Corbusier and Peter Zumthor have their own 

ways of writing their language of architecture. With elements, they form 

spaces that express their thoughts and feelings. Their buildings try to talk 

to you in silence, if you listen.  Zumthor speaks in his book ‘Atmospheres’, 

about the quality of architecture. He writes that “Quality architecture to 

me is when a building manages to move me. “ (Zumthor 2006, p. 11), for 

him, this has to do with atmosphere.  “We perceive atmosphere through 

our emotional sensibility –a form of perception that works incredibly 

quickly, (…).”  (Zumthor 2006, p. 13). Maybe we can leave the word 

atmosphere out of the sentence; we perceive through our emotional 
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sensibility. How we deal with that, and act on that, are different stories. 

But these emotional sensibilities are the import ones, these I would like to 

touch. A great poet knows how. 

Zumthor writes about the way he goes about things, and what concerns 

him. He names nine items that reflect his work: The Body of Architecture, 

Material Compatibility, The Sound of a Space, The Temperature of a 

Space, Surrounding Objects, Between Composure and Seduction, Tension 

between Interior and Exterior and Levels of Intimacy, The light on Things.  

“But if at the end of the day, the thing does not look beautiful –and I’m 

deliberately just saying beautiful here, there are books on aesthetics if you 

want- if the form doesn’t move me, then I’ll go back to the beginning and 

start again.”(Zumthor 2006, p. 71)). What Peter says here is where he, as 

an architect, is present -apart from the nine points. I say this because I 

need to keep in mind that principles I make for designing are not sacred 

and will not give an answer, they are there to help me. 

Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret came with the ‘Five points towards a 

new architecture’; these points concern themselves with the direct physical 

architecture; architectural facts. The points are Supports, Horizontal 

windows, The free design of the ground plan, The free design of the 

façade, and Roof gardens. 

Recently I came across the book ‘Minimum’ by John Pawson. ‘This book 

is an attempt to crystallize some thoughts about the notion of simplicity 

as it can be applied to architecture and art. And beyond that, to discuss 
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simplicity as a way of life, to look at simplicity as a means for ordering and 

defining the everyday rituals a necessities of existence. It is an attempt to 

examine the idea of the ‘minimum, wihich can be seen as the pursuit of 

simplicity, as a way of thinking; exploring the possibilities that it offers 

for working creativity.” (Pawson 1996, p. 7). On his quest for simplicity 

Pawson addresses eleven items that concern simplicity; Mass, Light, 

Structure, Ritual, Landscape, Order, Containment, Repetition, Volume, 

Essence, Expression. These points represent a style and a life style, and 

deals with architectural elements. 

In the writings of Bachelard, in my own experiences and thoughts, small 

models and poems, I found bits and pieces that I tried to merge into 

essentials for designing. I cannot directly point out where these points 

come from but for me they make sense. I think an architect should 

be sensitive towards the things that come with the design process. 

To understand what life is, and give people who will live with and in 

architecture, something more; something to wander in and wonder about. 

On the next pages I assembled my findings that led to topics to think 

about. The topics are connected to time; time in the way it is connected to 

our bodies that are moving inside a space. 
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The social aspect of space. From the private to the common spaces. The 

sequence of spaces that follow upon each other; work, care and free time. 

Being together and being alone. Within these spaces there should be 

possibilities to find nooks and corners to hide away.

compressed time

Intimate
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Inner and outer gardens. The relation of humans with nature, to feel the 

seasons and address the qualities of inside and outside space. 

Garden rooms

seasonal time

Garden
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Making distances when you move towards new spaces/activities. Space to 

wander around and gives you more choices to go somewhere. 

movement

Distance
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Silence and Rhythm

Space that are silent, that give space for other things, other thoughts. 

timeless

Day rhythm connected with the traveling of the light during the day. 

Rhythm to give structure.

transient time
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Light and View

Capture the light by allowing it to be direct and indirect. Controlled views 

to the outside and inside to give framed paintings. 

time of light
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Things

Give space to house things of a person, things that have meaning for them. 

memories
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The design

The assignment is too designing a mental health facility; this is the motive 

to put the six points in practice. People with mental problems are the ones 

that could benefit from domestic stability. The function and location have 

evolved during the first phase of the design process; the small models 

and visits explained in the chapter Contemplations, figments, stories and 

models. 

The plot is situated in the south of Eindhoven, in the Looiakkes district; 

near the city park and the Park theatre. On one side the plot touches the 

city park and is further more surrounded by backsides of residences. It 

lays on the edge of the city park. This location is chosen because it is 

quiet, deals with nature and at the same time is close to the busyness of 

the city. In history we see a lot of change in philosophy when it comes to 

locating a mental health facility. In the past, people believed it was good to 

make estates in the green outskirts of the city. Nowadays, it is favourable 

to make smaller institutions and place the patients in society, rather than 

away from it. The ‘Grote Beek’ (built in 1918) in Eindhoven survived this 

change in ideology; now it is connected to the city due to city expansion, 

and has now around 900 places to nurse people. But the provincial mental 

hospital ‘Meer en Berg’ (built in 1849), in Bloemendaal, closed in 1986 

due to this new ideology and is abandoned since 2002.  What I want to say, 

is that the idea on how to treat people with mental problems constantly 

changes, and not all architecture is capable to adapt, to survive or to be 
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flexible enough. There are also financial problems which force institutes 

to reduce the numbers of beds and treatment. This, in a society where 

the demand for treatment is high. Within this context, this project is not 

relevant. I want to focus on a design that hopefully illustrates how rich, in 

terms of spatial qualities, a mental facility can be. Letting the patients live 

in a house together and stimulate them to come out of their shell, let them 

be part of a whole. 

I looked into the different disorders and did not choose one to focus the 

design on. Patients with different disorders can have a positive influence 

on each other. Mental patients have mostly a combination of disorders. 

The design is for patients that are in need of clinical treatment, they will 

be living in the facility. The duration of the stay can vary from half a year 

or longer.  From now on, I will use the term ‘dwellers’ to refer to patients.

In the group research I analysed the Hôpital Lariboisière, located in 

Paris. What intrigued me about this building is it being a clear and simple 

type, the ‘pavilion principle’, originated in France in the 18th century. 

The gallery surrounds the courtyard and connects the pavilions; make 

them a whole. The clean and simple layout makes it easy to understand 

the building. Looking back to the design now, I see that it has affinities 

with his plan. During the design process I had a strong preference for a 

pavilion typology, due to the models I made, but a carré typology would 

create more benefits for the daily use of the park. The visitors of the park 

could enter freely on ground level the heart of the carré. This would 

favour the park visitors above the actual people who would live there. 
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A A’

Elevation, section, ground plan.

- Hôpital Lariboisière, Paris, France, 1854 - 
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plot

Parktheater
Eindhoven

city   park

former 
supermarket

care 
institution 
‘Zuidzorg’

Grand Café 
city pavilion

- existing situation -
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living

care

daytime 
activities

- design proposal -
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The design needs to provoke the feeling that the heart of the building 

belongs to the dwellers and that visitors are merely visitors. A pavilion 

type suggests individuality of a group, where a carré suggest a larger 

community. They are both represented; this is why there are four 

‘pavilions’, the group houses, connected by a small courtyard to the 

gallery, who encloses a central courtyard. The gallery works like a filter 

to the park, when you wander around the park, it is possible to enter 

the central courtyard through the lamellae of the gallery. Or you walk 

down the rhythm of the gallery, which will guide you along the four 

small courtyards in front of the pavilions. The idea is, that this will work 

identically for the people that live there. The front door opens into the 

small courtyard; you can enter the gallery, decide to leave the rhythm 

and go the park or meet someone in the central courtyard.  This play of 

the various gradients of spaces allows you to have more choices, to be 

somewhere and to go somewhere. Also the dwellers mix with the people in 

the park. The central courtyard could function as a market place and the 

gallery like a ‘gallery’ for expositions. By making it attractive for visitors 

of the park to come to the people who live there, it could have a positive 

outcome for both of them. On the scale of the whole complex, the points 

like intimate, garden, distance, rhythm, light and view play a major role. 
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- model in urban context, seen from the city to the park -
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- section through the complex, looking to the park -
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 - southwest facade, seen from the park to the city -
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- section AA‘ through the wings located in the southwest -
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- entering the gallery -
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- walking along the small courtyard -
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- looking to the lamellae of the gallery , the space is aimed at the courtyard -
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- walking the rhythm of the gallery -
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- walking in the gallery, along the small courtyard -
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- looking into the small courtyard -
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- walking to the entrance of one of the pavilions-
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- inside the pavilion, standing in the hall -



entrance

kitchen and dining room

outdoor space kitchen 

hall

library

stairwell

outdoor space library

living room

outdoor space living room

terrace

small courtyard 

gallery
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- ground floor, scale 1:333 -
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The dwellers will benefit from a more homely environment where they 

depend on each other, they form a therapeutic community. Nine people 

will live in a pavilion. The outdoor spaces are embraced by walls, making 

them part of the inside space. And at the same time, the walls filter 

the views to the park, ensuring privacy for the dwellers. The outdoor 

spaces form an in-between space; they are silent and intimate spaces, 

small gardens. The whole complex rises gradually one meter, making the 

outdoor space of a pavilion differ one meter with the level of the park. A 

balustrade of also one meter high, makes it possible to have a physically 

short distance between the people in the park and the dwellers. People 

can sit against the façade and walk close to it, without interfering with the 

privacy of the dwellers.   

What touched me, is that Bauke said that he would love to make more 

friends, but it is difficult to really meet people. I realised that my focus 

during the design process was too much on the individual spaces instead 

the common spaces. I visited common spaces of the ‘Grote Beek’, in my 

opinion these are to spacious and the spatial thresholds to ‘high’. The 

spaces should be smaller and cosier, more like home. Having the principle 

distances and intimate in mind, I separated spaces with a basic function, 

although they still represent one flowing space. The layout of the ground 

floor is focused on supporting the group dynamic in the house. The 

bedrooms have shared bathroom facilities, to participate in the daily 

routine of the group. In each pavilion are two rooms with bathroom 

facilities, these are meant for people who will stay longer than five years. 

In the bedrooms the principle things plays a role, there are cabinets to 
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put objects of personal value. The bedrooms are situated on the first and 

second floor. 

What I am going to say can sounds quite obvious; in the kitchen you 

have the possibility to cook and eat together, with just a few people or 

everyone. Try to imagine the significance of obvious. 

In the morning you take yoghurt with strawberries, on midday you and Lisa prepare 

sandwiches with cheese and some with peanut butter with sprinkles, because Jonne likes 

that allot. 

During cold and grey days you can sit inside, when the temperature rises and the 

sun makes the plants bloom in the walled outside space you decide to eat the cheese 

sandwich outside, maybe try the peanut butter to. 

 

In the evening Tom cuts the eggplants in stripes, John boils the pasta and Marjan sets 

the table, lit a candle; everyone has its own habits and rituals. 

In the library you read a book, your ‘orange bleu’ tea stands beside you, Eva joins you 

in silence, without the boundary of having to talk to each other. 

You walk to the terrace with your orange juice and look at the park, the trees are 

finally getting green again, the day is warm. Two girls are sitting on a scarf in the grass 

enjoying the spring sun. Maybe you go for a walk in the park to. 

The simple and seemingly minor insignificant events of what we do 

during the day are important, especially when you are out of ‘balance’. 

Bachelard emphasizes the qualities of the domestic space using poetry, but 

looking at normal course of events in a day we find comfort and stability 

in structure and find support in each other. Looking for everyday rituals 

can give spatial substance for architecture. We sometimes forget the 

quality of the obvious. 
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- first floor -



sitting area

stairwell

bedroom 
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room with private bathroom
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- second floor -





- walking to the kitchen-

next page: talking in the kitchen 
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- section facade, first draft -
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In a field

I am the absence

of field.

This is

always the case.

Wherever I am

I am what is missing.

When I walk

I part the air

and always

the air moves in

to fill the spaces

where my body’s been.

We all have reasons

for moving.

I move

to keep things whole.

Keeping things whole

by Mark Strand
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I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow.   

I feel my fate in what I cannot fear.   

I learn by going where I have to go.

We think by feeling. What is there to know?   

I hear my being dance from ear to ear.   

I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow.

Of those so close beside me, which are you?   

God bless the Ground!   I shall walk softly there,   

And learn by going where I have to go.

Light takes the Tree; but who can tell us how?   

The lowly worm climbs up a winding stair;   

I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow.

Great Nature has another thing to do   

To you and me; so take the lively air,   

And, lovely, learn by going where to go.

This shaking keeps me steady. I should know.   

What falls away is always. And is near.   

I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow.   

I learn by going where I have to go.

The Waking

by Theodore Roethke
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Close

Looking back to the first meeting of this graduation, I think as a group 

we all managed to find our own way. I am glad that this project became 

about me and became my biggest personal struggle during my years at 

the university. There were more rainy days and sunny days, but the design 

is nice, still not beautiful at the end of the day, but there are elements in 

there I really like. Seeing the first sketches again, the design has become 

better and better overtime.  When I look closer to the project, I find can 

find the beautiful things and sometimes I cannot see them at all. For me 

the design process went to fast, I need time to boil and time to see. I hope 

the models will illustrate the interesting parts of the design. My search for 

intimate space will continue, in poems, architecture and my own designs. 

I want to thank the tutors; Sjef, Bernard and Juliette for the inspiration, 

help and support this year - my parents, sisters and grandparents for 

having faith in me and trust in all my crazy ideas - Ralph and Renato, who 

open doors - Gertjan, Annika and Peter - Eline and Laurence, who always 

listen to my figments and nonsense about architecture.  
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Thank you

The ladies of the Spiritual Care, GGzE, ‘Grote Beek’ Eindhoven,

Inkeri Hyvarinen and Lisa Duijvenbooden, 

Mr. Peter C. Braun, his colleague and the detainees from the 

Pompestichting Zeeland, 

Mr. Ton Daans the prison director and Rein Gerritsen writer of the book 

‘Filosoof in de bajes’, 

Bauke Haisma the poet 

and the residents of the ‘Grote Beek’ who I met last year. 
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